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ON THE LINE
Bargaining 2016
Your 2016 Bargaining Committee has been
nominated and elected by the Membership.
We have received your priority sheets and
are in the preparation stages of Bargaining a
new Collective Agreement at Fording River.
Communication to the Membership during
bargaining is a key component in keeping the
Membership apprised as to what is
occurring. We will be looking for as many
Members as possible who would be willing to be on a communication team, sometimes
called a Contract Action Team. The purpose of this group will be to have you as liaisons
between the Bargaining Committee and the Membership, so that you can communicate
accurate updates directly from the Bargaining Committee to the Membership.
As I previously stated we will be looking for members who are interested in being in this
group so that you are able to keep the rest of the membership updated on the bargaining
process. We will need members, from every shift and every area of the operation. If you are
interested, please send your e-mail address to usw7884@telus.net and in the subject line
put Communication Team, give us your name, job classification, and shift. The Bargaining
Committee will select a group and prepare a group e-mailing list so that we can send you
bargaining updates, for you to communicate to the Membership. Please have this
information sent to us by way of e-mail as soon as possible.
This selected communication team is critical in relaying the accurate and up to date information directly
from the Bargaining Committee to the Membership, and not from Management sources who in most
cases are uneducated as to what’s going on during the Bargaining process, and are relaying inaccurate
information because they may have ulterior motives. The Union will also have regular updated
Bargaining information once we commence bargaining, on our web-site at usw7884.com
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Your 2016 Bargaining Committee
Keith Turcotte – United Steelworker Staff Rep
Don Takala – Local 7884 President
Greg Hill – Loader Operator – H – Shift
Mike Heck – H.D. Mechanic – H – Shift
Graham Pointer – Sr. Process Operator G – Shift
Otto Kliment – Welder – I – Shift
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Random Drug and Alcohol Testing Struck Down
at Teck’s Cardinal River Operation
In May 2012, Teck Coal Limited first introduced its random drug and alcohol testing
policy at its Cardinal River operation located near Hinton, Alberta. This same policy
later came into effect on December 1, 2012 at Teck Coal’s coal-mining operations
in the Elk Valley, including at Fording River and Elkview.
As the bargaining agent for employees at Cardinal River, the United Mine Workers
of America, Local 1656, filed a policy grievance against the random drug and
alcohol testing policy. Arbitration hearings took place over 21 days in the spring
and summer of 2014.
In a decision dated December 7, 2015, Arbitrator J. Alexander-Smith found that
Teck’s policy was an unreasonable exercise of management’s rights under the
collective agreement and declared that the policy was null and void, and of no force
and effect.
As the policy struck down by Arbitrator Alexander-Smith is identical to the one in
effect at Fording River and Elkview, the Arbitrator’s decision strongly supports the
USW’s position that imposing random drug and alcohol testing on employees at
Fording River and Elkview is an unreasonable and unjustifiable intrusion on
employee’s privacy and dignity.
While the Arbitrator’s decision in the Cardinal River case directly applies only to
employees at Cardinal River, it will be of enormous assistance as a precedent in
persuading the Arbitrator hearing the USW’s grievances to rule in USW’s favour.
In light of the Arbitrator’s decision at Cardinal River, USW would like to believe that
Teck will put an end to the time-consuming and expensive grievance arbitration
hearings presently underway with USW and immediately revoke its random testing
policy at Fording River and Elkview. USW will certainly be asking Teck to do just
that.
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The Cardinal River Decision in More Detail
At almost 100 pages in length, Arbitrator Alexander-Smith’s decision is a careful
and thorough review of the law and the facts as they applied to Teck’s random
testing policy at Cardinal River.
Applying the 2013 decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in the Irving Pulp &
Paper case (described in detail in this newsletter back in July 2014), the Arbitrator
held that in order to justify a random testing policy and its intrusion on employee
privacy Teck had to demonstrate that there was a workplace problem with drug and
alcohol use amongst employees at Cardinal River. The Arbitrator considered and
rejected Teck’s arguments that the Supreme Court’s ruling in Irving Pulp and Paper
did not apply to its policy.
The Arbitrator found that the evidence put forward by Teck at the Cardinal River
hearings failed to demonstrate a workplace problem with drugs and alcohol. The
Arbitrator arrived at this conclusion after review of evidence of Teck’s excellent
safety record, the steady decline in injury rates, the low number of positive drug
and alcohol test results, and the absence of any link between accident rates and
drug or alcohol use at Cardinal River.
The Arbitrator rejected Teck’s assertions that its policy was justifiable on the basis
that it was designed to provide assistance to employees and was not disciplinary in
nature. The Arbitrator found that many aspects of Teck’s policy were, in fact,
disciplinary.
Teck had sought to justify its imposition of random testing at its Cardinal River
operations by introducing evidence about drug and alcohol use and accidents
amongst employees at its other coal-mining operations. The Arbitrator found that
such evidence was irrelevant to determining whether it was reasonable to impose
random testing on the employees at Cardinal River.
Teck had also attempted to justify its policy by arguing that random testing
constituted a very minimal intrusion on employee’s privacy and dignity – similar to
undergoing a urine test in a doctor’s office. On the basis of evidence from
employees at Cardinal River that random testing left employees feeling mistrusted,
disrespected, coerced, without rights, undignified, embarrassed, etc., the Arbitrator
strongly rejected Teck’s “minimal intrusion” argument and found that random
testing was a “significant infringement” on employee privacy.
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Teck attempted to argue that, even if there was no evidence of a workplace
problem with drugs and alcohol at Cardinal River, its random testing policy was
justifiable on the basis that random testing enhanced safety by identifying
employees who presented a safety risk in the workplace. On this point, the
Arbitrator rejected the evidence of Teck’s scientific experts, preferring the evidence
of the UMW’s expert, Dr. Scott Macdonald (the same expert the USW relies upon
in its grievance arbitration), that positive urine drug test results did not represent
evidence of employees’ increased risk for accidents and injuries.
On the basis of evidence about drug test results and accident and injury rates at
Cardinal River, the Arbitrator also found that the reality on the ground did not
support Teck’s theories about the effectiveness of random testing in making the
workplace a safer place.
At the end of the day, Arbitrator Alexander-Smith found that Teck had not
demonstrated that its pre-2012 reasonable cause and post-incident testing policy
was not adequately dealing with the risk posed to workplace safety by employee
drug and alcohol use at Cardinal River. The Arbitrator found that Teck had failed to
establish either a workplace problem with drug and alcohol use at Cardinal River,
or an enhanced safety risk caused by drug and alcohol use by employees at
Cardinal River. Finding that Teck’s anticipated safety gains from random testing
were uncertain or minimal, the Arbitrator held that Teck had not justified its privacyIntruding random testing policy.
USW strongly believes that the state of the law, and the evidence respecting drug
and alcohol use and accident statistics at Fording River and Elkview, lead to the
same conclusion as found in the Cardinal River case. USW continues to believe
that it will succeed at arbitration at the end of the day and put an end to the random
testing of employees at Fording River and Elkview.
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Grievance Report
- Drug, Alcohol, Medication Policy, (The DAM Policy). Even thou Teck was
unsuccessful on all fronts at Cardinal River, Alberta, Teck has said nothing to the
Union that they now realize that the introduction of this outrageous policy was
wrong. As it stands we are still scheduled for further arbitration dates in April, May
and July of this year.
- We are presently awaiting dates with the British Columbia Court as it concerns an
arbitrator’s decision on our right to retire and our Collective Agreement process for
the Employer right to discharge employees.
- We continue to have several grievances on discipline matter’s from most areas of the
mine operation.
- We are waiting scheduling on the Employers right to force employees to work past 7
o’clock.
- We are scheduled for arbitration in March 2016 as it concerns Post Retirement
benefits.
- We are scheduled for arbitration concerning changes to our Benefits from Sunlife
and other conditions for qualifying for benefits.
- We have filed a grievance concerning the Employers practice of the use of cameras
and surveillance of employees.
- We have filed a grievance concerning the rebate for tools purchased by employees.
- We have filed a grievance over the Employer right to send employees home when
they unilaterally decide their not fit for work. The Employer has refused to pay these
employees.
- We have numerous other problems which will likely head to arbitration following
more discussion with the Employer.
We cannot provide a lot of detail on the above before the matters are heard in
court. Please contact the Hall if you have any questions.
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Overtime and Statutory Holiday Work - How it works!
The following is a guide of how overtime and Stat. Holiday work is distributed.

Overtime
Overtime is distributed out on an equalization basis. The work is offered to the work
group it belongs to (e.g.: truck driving goes to truck drivers; mechanic work goes to
mechanics). Everyone starts at zero on January 1st and runs thru till December 31st.
When work is offered, the hours are documented in three ways; worked, refused, and
not available. The hours worked and hours refused are added together. The Foreman
should then be able to look at the list and offer any work opportunity to the person
who has the lowest hours on the list. You must be capable of doing the work.
The not available hours are documented to prevent a claim from an employee that the
overtime is not being distributed fairly. The overtime list must be posted in a
reasonable location for each work group. This allows any employee to review the
work opportunities that were given out and to make sure it is being done fairly.
It is managements responsibility to accurately document all opportunities given out
and to make sure the overtime list is accurate and continuously updated. There will
be times when some employees will have more hours than others in the work group. It
is up to management to do their best to even the work group hours up thru out the
year.
Any new employees to the work group are immediately given the average of the work
group’s hours. Otherwise, a new employee to the work group would be offered all the
overtime work.
We must repeat; management must post a list of all overtime opportunities which
were given out within each work group and to make sure that the posted list is
updated on a regular basis.

Statutory Holiday Work
The same rules apply as we previously mentioned for overtime work. Stat Holiday
work is not distributed on a yearly basis. It is distributed from the beginning thru to
the end of the Collective Agreement. Please contact the Hall if you have any
questions.
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WCB Report
We have had several new claims and appeals started with Worksafe BC
and are pleased that more of our members are reporting all injuries at the mine-site and
are immediately contacting the Union Hall to make sure they have covered all the bases.
This is of upmost importance in being successful with your claim. It does not matter
whether you miss time from work or not. The onus is on you to contact the WCB and
report your injury, (no matter how minor).
Just because you report your injury to your Foreman or First Aid does not mean you have
done your part. You must contact the WCB. We can help you with this and any forms you
need to do. It takes very little time. I always tell everyone to assume that Teck will oppose
acceptance of your claim so you must do your part.
We recently were successful in an appeal concerning a worker who suffered a concussion
and back/neck injuries. This worker is still off work.
Unfortunately, WCB found another way to deny further benefits. We are once again back
to appeal and will continue until this worker receives proper coverage and treatment. Teck
has objected the acceptance of the workers claim from day one. Teck’s position was the
worker could return to work driving a haul truck. This is astonishing as the medical
evidence clearly says the opposite. The worker who continues to experience dizziness and
other concussion symptoms and was taking powerful prescription drugs, decided not to
return to work as it was unsafe for him and his fellow workers.
Teck actually stated they were fine with him returning to work as long as they knew the
name of the drugs the worker was taking. So much for providing a safe workplace. We will
continue to keep you posted.

Remember – Report your injury Immediately and Contact the
Union Hall as soon as possible. 250-865-2223
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Get your Yearly Hearing Test.
Hearing Aids can cost thousands of dollars. We have a lot of members who have
hearing problems as the result of workplace noise. Their claims were accepted
only because they had a yearly hearing test and it was documented. Hearing
testing is free and it takes very little time.
Please phone the following number for scheduling an appointment and always
wear your Hearing Protection in Noisy Areas. 250-865-5024.

4 Day’s – 4 off - 4 Night’s – 4 off Shift Change - VOTE
The Union conducted a Membership vote in April 2012 regarding a change to the
above noted shift, the results were 583 against and 180 for changing the shift
schedule. We are now hearing from some members that we should conduct another
vote as the worker’s attitudes have changed and they would now be in favor of
changing to a 4 days 4 off 4 nights 4 off shift schedule.
We also had some bargaining priority sheets that came in with the shift change as a
priority, this shift cannot be introduced at the Bargaining table without first having a
vote of the membership, as it may not reflect the wishes of the entire membership.
The entire membership will have the opportunity to vote on the change of shift as the
changed shift (if voted in by a majority of the membership) would be incorporated
into the collective agreement and the Company would have the ability to put
everyone onto the new shift schedule including 4x4 steady days and people working
the 5x2 schedule. There will be a vote at the Union Hall on the following dates:

February 18th, 19th, & 20th – 7.30am – 8.30pm
February 21st, 22nd & 23rd – 7.30am – 8.30pm
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Profits still not key to Executive Pay in top B.C. firms
Compensation in largest publicly traded companies remains Rich Despite their claimed earning
struggles

It’s a good thing for CEOs that their pay isn’t necessarily tied to profits or share prices. If
they were, then CEO of Teck Resources Donald Lindsay might have had to take a pay
cut. But Don Lindsay received a modest $86,883.00 increase, bringing his total 2014
yearly compensation to $9,976,857.00. That’s despite Teck’s 2014 profits being down by
more than half and its share prices falling by about 35% during the year.
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Teck Expected to Plead Guilty Over Pollution in Trail

Teck is expected to be hit with substantial fines after the company admits in court next
week to causing pollution in Trail, in southeast B.C. The provincial court registry shows
Teck, which operates the largest lead-zinc smelter in the world in the small town on the
banks of the Columbia River, intends to plead guilty Monday to 15 charges.
The charges, which follow an investigation by Environment and Climate Change Canada,
are for depositing deleterious substances and “introducing business related waste” into the
environment. Copper and gold smelting has been a part of the community of about 7,000
people since 1896.
Two information documents filed in court by Darin Conroy, a federal enforcement officer,
cites Teck Metals for violations of the Fisheries Act and the Environmental Management
Act. The documents state the company discharged copper, zinc and other caustic waste
from a fertilizer plant and a metallurgical plant in incidents in 2013 and 2014.
There are no references to the fines Teck is expected to face, but in 2011 the company paid
$325,000 for letting mercury leach into Stoney Creek, in Trail, and, in 2013, paid $210,000
for discharging sodium hydroxide into the Columbia River.
For corporations, fines for the types of offences Teck is facing range from $25,000 to $6million. Courts typically assess repeat offenders higher in the range.
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Chris Stannell, senior communications specialist with Teck, said the company could not
comment until the legal proceedings conclude. “I can clarify that these proceedings do not
relate to the groundwater remediation plan which addresses issues associated with historical
activities,” he said in an e-mail. Mr. Stannell said Teck is committed to continually
improving its environmental performance in Trail.
“Over the last 20 years Teck has made significant investments to improve Trail’s
environmental performance, resulting in emissions of metal to air and water being reduced
by over 95 per cent.”
Teck Metals has been battling for years to contain pollution in Trail. Among the problems
identified by the company in its remediation plans are contaminated landfills, slag deposits
that leach into waterways, and a massive groundwater plume that has spread beneath Trail
and the Columbia River.
Teck has been aware of the seriousness of environmental problems in Trail since at least
1975, when tests showed elevated lead counts in the blood of some local children. Since
then, Teck has spent $1.5-billion on a modernization program to improve both operational
and environmental performance, dramatically reducing air and groundwater emissions.
Despite those improvements, pollutants continue to be a problem. Teck is currently building
a smelter-recycling facility that is expected to reduce dust emissions by 25 per cent. A new
$125-million acid plant, constructed in 2014, reduces sulphur dioxide emissions by up to 15
per cent and a $36-million groundwater treatment plant will go into operation later this
year. On its website, Teck says the groundwater was polluted by “historical activities” that
the company is trying to deal with.
Teck says the groundwater is not used for drinking by the community and tests have shown
fish populations in the Columbia River aren’t affected. In 2012, a remediation plan for Teck
drafted by Golder Associates Ltd. noted that an ammonium-sulphate groundwater plume
was flowing from beneath the metallurgical and fertilizer operations out beneath the
Columbia River, which flows south into the United States.
The report states, “the plume appears to be upwelling into the river” and it recommended
construction of the groundwater treatment plant, which is expected to cost about $6-million
a year to operate. The report said remediation of Stoney Creek, polluted by contaminated
fill, and the cleanup of multiple, historic slag heaps would cost more, but an estimate wasn’t
given.
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Chronic Pollution Problems in Trail
1) Contaminated fill was used in a highway bridge crossing over Stoney Creek.
2) Tests downstream found water is highly toxic.
3) Iron ore slag (now cleaned up) was dumped on the shore of the Columbia River.
4) Heavy metals, ammonia and sulphates have contaminated a massive groundwater plume.
5) Ammonia-contaminated groundwater percolates up into Indian Eddy.
6) The downstream edge of the contaminated plume flows back to the Columbia River
below Trail.
7) Slag deposits on the river bank have elevated levels of heavy metals.
8) Teck Metals Ltd. is building a $36-million groundwater treatment plant with four wells
to handle polluted water.
9) A fertilizer plant has left groundwater contaminated with ammonia.
10) Contaminated landfills line Haley Gulley.
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E-Mail from General Manager
The General Manager sent the Union the following e-mail regarding our last On the
Line Newsletter outlining their Bottom 4 Program.
I note that you published a new newsletter during this past week. I was once again disappointed in the
tone of this latest “On the Line.” I believe that it is in both the Company’s and the Local’s interest to
promote a positive workplace. I raised a similar concern with you in December of 2013 after an issue of
“On the Line” was published that attacked supervision and the morale at Fording River. This most
recent edition takes a similar approach and circumvents the procedure for settling disputes that the
parties have agreed to in our Collective Bargaining Agreement. My management team and I are open to
discussing your concerns with our efforts to ensure that our operators are receiving the necessary
training required to ensure that they are capable of operating in a safe and efficient manner.
Article 3.08 of the CBA outlines the conditions that have been agreed to allow for communication with
your members on site. Your newsletter is not part of this agreement. As such, please inform the
executive and instruct your members to refrain from the distribution of this newsletter on company
property.
Any distribution of material outside of the designated bulletin boards on site needs to be approved by the
Company. As for the bulletin boards so designated in article 3.08, the Company and the Union have
agreed that approval need not be obtained. This remains the case; however, this is subject to change as
outlined in the agreement. Any material posted on site whether approved or not must be respectful of all
employees and the business… End
Our interpretation of the first paragraph of this e-mail is: let us do what we want on the mine-site, but
don’t write about it in your newsletter. If you write about what we’re doing on the mine-site, then everyone
will know, and you will not be promoting a positive workplace.
Our response to the Company is this; stop creating outrageous programs like the Bottom 4, have your bully
bosses start treating all workers with decency and respect, and then maybe we can start building a positive
workplace. How can the Company accuse the Union of not Promoting a positive workplace when all were
doing is writing about what they’re doing on the mine-site? If Teck Management wants a true accurate
interpretation of not promoting a positive workplace, then I would suggest that they take a good look in the
mirror.
Shortly after our Previous On the Line outlining The Bottom 4 Program the Company put out a two (2)
page Employee Bulletin – Changing the name “Bottom 4” to “The Operator Development Program” –
Why was that? – Do they think that changing the name was really going to convince workers that it’s not
really a program targeted at the slowest drivers in an effort to increase speed and production?
The Union will no longer distribute the Union Paper on site, however it will be distributed at many
locations off site, and can also be found on our web-site at usw7884.com and at the Union Hall. Stop by
pick up a copy and take a handful to pass out to your friends.
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Work Hard?
Did you know:
You DO NOT need a referral to go see a chiropractor
• Your insurance provider covers chiropractic care
• Chiropractic can help keep you at your best
Your spine gets jarred at work from repetitive injury, trauma, sitting,
stress and over use. Sound Familiar?
At PLFC we use advanced technology to ensure the best for you and
your spine. Don't let life get you down!
Call to book an appointment today! Find out what you are missing!
Please call to book an appointment:

Elkford or Fernie Locations
250-531-1122
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Work to the Rule
Normally, a work to rule campaign is a Union initiative designed to slow down
production. What happens is all Union members are required to follow every rule
or policy to the letter. This would also require all members who cannot remember a
job procedure to request a review of the procedure before the job proceeds. This
would also include all Equipment Operators or Haul Truck Operators to operate
their machinery at speeds that are comfortable to them. Remember the golden rule
“Drive to the Conditions”.
Now we are certainly not calling for such an initiative, however we are asking all
members to follow the Policies / Procedures as set out at Teck. If you’re unsure
about a job procedure, ask before you do it. The message is “stop taking short
cuts”. You might believe that you are helping Teck’s bottom line if you do take a
short cut or speed etc…Guess what, Teck has made it very clear that they don’t
want this kind of help and if you’re caught they will discipline you up to and
including discharge.
If you see a fellow member doing something wrong go tell them, rather than
running to management later that day. If you get harassed by anyone for following
the rules we will immediately take them to task. If you have any questions, please
call the Union Hall.

Be Smart
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Video Surveillance at Work
The Union has filed a grievance against the Company and is seeking legal
guidance regarding the unjustified Surveillance of their employees, and our
members. The Company has between 50 – 100 cameras installed around the
mine-site for surveillance purposes which we believe, are an unjustified
intrusion into the worker’s privacy rights.

We have also been instructed that certain management staff can also access the
cameras video feed from their laptops in the comforts of their homes off site,
and that these cameras are powerful enough that they can zoom in and read the
name off your coveralls.
How can workers concentrate on their job duties safely when they are constantly
being surveilled by management without just cause or reason, I believe that this
is a serious violation of our privacy rights. The days are over for anyone to stop
their dozer while working, and safely jump off to take a quick pee, without
having the fear of someone watching you from their laptop at home. As I said
the Union has filed a grievance and will keep you apprised of the outcome.
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VIDEO SURVEILLANCE AT WORK
The use of video cameras in the workplace is on the rise. There may be many reasons an
employer is interested in installing cameras in the workplace, such as monitoring employee
misconduct, protecting company property, and ensuring employee safety. Whatever the
reason for installing cameras, employers must ensure that they comply with privacy laws.
Privacy laws apply to federally regulated and provincially regulated employers in British
Columbia, both union and non-union. Whichever privacy statute applies to your
organization; each Act contains similar general principles (with a few minor variations)
about collecting personal information.
The collection of any personal information, including video surveillance, is subject to
reasonableness standards. Privacy commissioners and labour arbitrators use the following
tests to determine whether video surveillance has been done properly:
•

Are there reasonable grounds for the surveillance?

•

Is the surveillance carried out in a reasonable and non-discriminatory manner?

•

Are any less intrusive alternatives open to the employer to protect its legitimate
business interests?

The answers to these questions always depend on the circumstances of each case.
Privacy Commissioners have taken the view that general surveillance to monitor employee
productivity is not reasonable. In some circumstances, video surveillance may be permitted
with notice to address identified safety or security issues. Limited surreptitious surveillance
without notice may also be justified in the investigation of employee misconduct, such as an
investigation into theft or vandalism. In any case, the employer must meet the tests to
justify video surveillance.
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Teck Greenhill’s Union Organizing Drive
In January of 2015 all workers at Teck Greenhill’s operations were informed by Teck
management that they would not be getting a wage increase in 2015. Previous to this I had
received many calls from Greenhill’s workers, requesting that the Steelworkers come in and
organize the work force and Unionize the site. I was very hesitant on this as we have had
previous unsuccessful attempts on organizing the workforce at Greenhill’s, however I was
assured that things had changed and the workers were fed-up with the ongoing shit and
abuse that they were enduring on a regular basis and the unsafe working conditions that
were present on a regular basis, so I called the organizing department and passed on the
information.
The Steelworker organizing team came up and met with the Greenhill’s group and decided
to start an organizing drive, to Unionize the workforce at Greenhill’s. Shortly after the
organizing campaign started the Greenhill’s management notified workers at Greenhill’s
that they had just found some money and all workers at Greenhill’s would now be getting a
4% wage increase, or should I call it by its real name a 4% bribe.
I talked with many workers from Greenhill’s during this organizing drive and it seems that
a lot of the anti-union workers had the same outlook on the organizing drive and signing a
union card. Well they are not really anti-union they are more anti dues paying workers.
The following is a real conversation that had taken place between myself and some of the
Greenhill’s workers. Don; we really appreciate Union’s and what they do for the workers
at Greenhill’s. If it were not for the Unions in the Valley we certainly would not be
enjoying the wages and benefits that we enjoy today at Greenhill’s, including the
4% wage increase that we just received, and we thank you for that. But why should we
pay Union dues when we can slime all of those benefits off of you guys for free, all we
have to do is threaten Union and this Company will give us what we want.
I believe this attitude reflects the views of a large majority of the workers at Greenhill’s;
they enjoy the benefits that the Unions negotiate for them, however they do not want to
contribute on attaining those benefits, sort of like a scab that will come in and takes your
job when you go on strike.
The following message is for the Greenhill’s workers;
For all of the Union supporters; we thank you for your support.
For all of you anti-Union supporters; we hope you choke on your free Lunch.
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Next Union Meeting
February 17, 2016
5pm
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